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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the flow structural interaction (FSI) within a hard disk drive (HDD) through the use of a novel coupling method. The interaction studied was the fluid induced vibration in the HDD. A two step coupling approach was
used, where the fluid and structural components were solved sequentially. The result obtained was a ratio of 0.65 between the vibration amplitudes of a fixed head stack assembly (HSA) and a moving HSA. The ratio was next applied on
a real 3.5 inch HDD, to allow the parameter to be further improved upon. A new benchmark index of 0.69 was developed from this. This parameter may allow future researchers to model the out of plane vibrations of a HSA easily, saving precious time. A 31% more accurate simulation of FSI within 3.5 inch HDD at 15000 rpm is achieved by the use of
this new coupling method and benchmark index.
Keywords: Hard Disk Drives; Coupling Method; Modeling; Simulation and Optimization; FSI

1. Introduction
Fluid structure interaction (FSI) is the interaction between structures and internal or external surrounding
fluid. The behavior of the structure is influenced by both
the flow field of the surrounding fluid and the flow field
of the structure [1]. These interactions play an important
role in the design of many engineering systems. Examples include bridges, aircrafts and hard disks [1]. FSI
includes the influences of both the structure and the fluid.
The interaction happens at the interface between the fluid
domain and the structure domain.
FSI problems are typically very complex, hence are
seldom solved analytically. Numerical simulation is usually used to solve FSI problems. However, the numerical
simulation of FSI problems is complicated as it possesses
problems associated with both fluid and structural simulation. In addition, the coupling of the fluid and structural
interface is also challenging [2].
There are two approaches that can be taken to solve
FSI problems using numerical simulation, namely: the
strong and the weak coupling methods. For the strong
coupling method, the governing equations for the fluid
and structure are solved simultaneously with a single
solver. Generally, it leads to a convergence rate of the 2nd
order [2,3]. However, the strong coupling method is of
limited use as it requires the modification of existing
*
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fluid and structural solvers, there is restricted flexibility
between the time integration and mesh discretization of
the fluid and structural solvers. In addition, strong coupling also requires extensive computational power and
storage requirements. While for the weak coupling method,
the governing equations for the fluid and structure are
solved separately with two different solvers. The results
from the fluid solver and structural solver are inputted
into each other sequentially and iteratively. Hence this
allows existing solvers to be used easily. However, there
is a greater chance of convergence problem for the weak
coupling method [3].
Due to the complexity of the geometry of HDD and
the fact that FSI for HDD lies the nanometer scale (&
hence may consider avoid remeshing due to small deformations), the strong coupling method is inefficient for
solving such problems in this paper. In addition, despite
recent advancements in FSI, there are still problems associated with the accuracy of the force transfers between
fluid and structural domain, and the effectiveness of weak
coupling approaches [4]. The high frequency vibration of
the HSA also makes strong coupling unsuitable for this
scenario. Hence a modified weak coupling method where
the fluid and structural components are solved sequentially is used for the purpose of this FSI study.
In addition, there is a need to develop a better method
or higher order schemes like the spectral difference [5],
spectral volume [6] and the continuous Galerkin [7] to
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solve such problems and hence lead to the development
of better HDD.

2. Preliminary Studies
2.1. Numerical Solvers
The 3 basic standard governing equations used in the
Fluent are: continuity (1), momentum (2) and energy
equation (3) for unsteady compressible fluid and can be
written as with usual definitions:
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In Equations (1) to (3), ρ is the density, p is the pressure,  ij is the isotropic tensor or Kronecker delta, U is
the velocity vector, ui is the velocity components, x is in
Cartesian space, eo is total energy per unit volume and
 ij the viscous stresses. The suffices i and j in  ij indicate that the stress component acts in the j-direction on a
surface normal to the i-direction.
The finite volume method (FVM) is used in Fluent code.
The governing equations are solved over discrete control
volumes. FVMs recast the governing partial differential
equations in a conservative form, and then discretize the
new equation. This guarantees the conservation of fluxes
through a particular control volume. The finite volume
equation yields governing equations in the form,

QdV   FdA  0
t 

(4)

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F is the
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vector of fluxes in Navier-Stokes equations, V is the
volume of the control volume element, and A is the surface area of the control volume element.
The finite element method (FEM) is used in structural
analysis of solids (ANSYS [8]), though is also applicable
to fluids. However, the FEM formulation requires special
care to ensure a conservative solution. The FEM formulation has been adapted for use with fluid dynamics governing equations. Although FEM must be carefully formulated to be conservative, it is much more stable than the
finite volume approach. However, FEM can require more
memory than FVM.
In this method, a weighted residual equation is formed:

R   WQdV

(5)

where R is the equation residual at an element vertex i, Q
is the conservation equation expressed on an element basis,
W is the weight factor, and V is the volume of the element.

2.2. Mesh Dependency Study
The aim of this simulation is to perform a mesh dependency study of a simplified HDD. This is achieved by creating a simplified model of a commercial HDD, and
simulating the airflow patterns within it. This would allow the user to understand the mesh size required to obtain accurate results when performing further simulation
for more complex cases.
The model and mesh was created using a commercial
software GAMBIT. The airflow simulation was done
with FLUENT, a popular software used for computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Figure 1 shows a side view of the disk case with all
relevant geometric data. The origin of coordinates is located at the center of bottom disk surface. The boundary
conditions are found in Table 1. The mesh data is included in Table 2, while the computer specifications for
running this simulation are given in Table 3. A total of
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Figure 1. Side view of disk case (all dimensions are in mm).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 1. Boundary conditions applied to simplified HDD.
Boundary Conditions
Boundary

Condition

Upper

Symmetry

Bottom

Symmetry

Side

Wall

Rotation speed

15,000 rpm
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sure at that position drops.
Table 4 indicates that, the pressure difference between
the finest and coarsest mesh can be as great as 43.1%.
This represents that if the mesh is not sufficiently fine,
there could be an error of 43.1% in the results. When the
mesh is refined from 0.025 mm to 0.020 mm, there is
very little difference pressure difference of 0.0116%.
This suggests that there is no need to further refine the
mesh from 0.025 mm. This grid size may be used as
base-line reference when creating the mesh for the FSI
study of a 3.5 inch HDD.

Table 2. Mesh data tested.

2.3. Fluid Structure Interaction Study of
Simplified HDD

Mesh Data
Mesh Size,
d1 (mm)

Total Hexagonal
Cells

Total Nodes

Meshing Type

0.0625

671,584

695,677

Cooper & Map

0.0500

819,560

845,634

Cooper & Map

0.0375

1,058,128

1,087,095

Cooper & Map

0.0250

1,483,960

1,517,644

Cooper & Map

0.0200

1,760,600

1,797,324

Cooper & Map

We involve here the use of the weak coupling method to
investigate the FSI between the air flow around a HSA
and the vibrations of the HSA for a simplified HDD case.
During the normal operation of a HDD, the hard disk
plates are constantly spun by a motor, inducing turbulent
flow for the air around the plates. The fluid flow will in-

Table 3. Computer specifications.
Computer Specifications
System Type

Intel Core 2 Duo

Processor Type

T8100 @ 2.10 GHz

Memory Size

4 GB

four models were created with varying fineness in meshing. The case is solved as a 3D problem. Here, d1 is the
size of the smallest mesh closest to the boundaries.
For a pair of co-rotating disks, Reynolds number is
given as follows:
Re 

Ωr 2
ν

(6)

where, Ω = angular velocity, r = disk radius, ν = kinematic viscosity.
For the present case setup, Ω = 15,000 rpm = 500π
rad/s; r = 47.5 mm = 0.0475 m.
With ambient temperature of 298 K, and standard atmospheric conditions, ν = 15.43 × 10–6 m2/s, Re = 22.97
× 104. Considering a critical Reynolds number of 2 × 104
[9], the stated case setup has turbulent flow. Fluent’s K-ε
model was used, and the transient simulations were run
for 300 iterations.
Figure 2 presents the graph of pressure against the
size of the smallest mesh closest to the disk for the sampling position of x = 47 mm, z = 0.8 mm, y = 0 mm. It
can be observed that as the mesh gets refined, the presCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 2. Graph of pressure (at the mid-point of the disk,
Figure 1) against mesh size, d1.
Table 4. Study of % pressure difference vs. refinement of
mesh size.
Mesh size,
d1 (mm)

Static Pressure (Pa)
at coordinates
(0.047, 0, 0.00008)

% Pressure
difference from
finest mesh

0.0625

28.3300

43.1

0.0500

24.4657

23.6

0.0375

20.5078

3.60

0.0250

19.7981

0.0116

0.0200

19.7958

NA
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turn cause the HSA to vibrate at very high frequencies of
1200 Hz [10], and these vibrations will affect the fluid
flow. The complexity of this FSI within the HDD means
that a large amount of computation time would be required if strong coupling is used and hence the choice of
weak coupling. In-house Fortran code (InputGen) would
be used to transfer the forces from CFD FLUENT to
Structure ANSYS. The solving methodology of FSI is:
1) Solve the fluid components using FLUENT.
2) Transfer forces on all nodes on HSA over to the
structural model.
3) Solve the structural components with ANSYS.
4) Transfer the ANSYS results to FLUENT by simulating vibrations of HSA, and repeat from step 1 until
convergence is achieved.
5) Upon convergence, the ratio of the converged amplitude against the initial amplitude would be applied on
a 3.5 inch hard disk to obtain a benchmark parameter.
2.3.1. Case Setup for Fluid Component
Figure 3 presents the side view of the disk case and HSA
with all relevant geometric data. The coordinates system
is the same as that in Figure 1. The mesh type used is
“Cooper & Map” with 2722888 hexagonal cells and
2883985 nodes. The computer specifications for running
this simulation are 2 × Quad-Core Nehalem x5570, 2.93
GHz processor and 16 GB memory.
With Reynolds number of Re = 22.97 × 104, the case
was setup to run RNG k-ε (1000 iterations) followed by
LES (10000 time steps, step size = 2 × 10–6 & 5 iterations
per step) simulation as tabulated in Table 5.
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2.3.2. Structural Analysis Using ANSYS
The forces on the HSA due to the rotation of the disk
were extracted and exported from Fluent. The case setup
for the force exporting is 20000 time steps with 10 revolutions (2 steps for every force data). Due to the HSA’s
relatively small vibration magnitudes in both the X and Y
directions as compared to the Z direction [10], the vibrations in the X and Y directions would not be considered.
They are however still considered during the structural
analysis, but not be inputted into Fluent and the HSA is
assumed to vibrate in the Z direction only during the next
LES simulation. The material of the HDD is stainless
steel. The disk revolved 5 turns during the LES simulation and 10 turns during the force extraction.
The numerical steps include:
1) Model of HSA was created using Pro-E, a commercial CAD software.
2) Mesh of HSA was created using ANSYS 12 based
on the Pro-E model.
3) Boundary conditions and material properties associated to the mesh used were adjusted to ensure that the
natural frequencies match results obtained from the previous experiments.
4) An in-house developed Fortran code was used to
generate the required ANSYS input file and interpolating
the forces exported from Fluent (Section 2.4.2) onto the
mesh in ANSYS.
5) ANSYS transient analysis was ran to obtain the x, y
and z direction displacements of the HSA.
6) The displacements are modeled as a cosine function
and velocity of the vibrations can be modeled as a sine
0.5
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Figure 3. Side view of disk case and arm (all dimensions are in mm).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 5. Input amplitude vs. output amplitude for LES simulation.
Point Input Amplitude Output Amplitude Output Amplitude
Number
(Z direction)
(Z direction)
(Y direction)
0

0

1800

9.866

1

1600

549

10.74

2

1200

835

10.46

3

1000

1363

9.541

4

1300

1194

10.08

function [11].
7) The frequency of the sine function was obtained
through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the ANSYS results. While amplitude was determined by observing the
average and standard deviations of the ANSYS results.
8) The end results are inputted into Fluent through the
use of a User Defined Function to carry on with the FSI
analysis.
Figure 4 shows the structural model of the HSA used
for this study. The HSA’s displacement in the Z direction
against time is included in Figure 5. It is obvious that the
HSA vibrates in a cyclic manner that could be modeled
as a cosine function. Hence FFT was performed on the
data and the 1st highest peak (or 1st bending) would indicate the frequency to be used in modeling the vibrations
as a cosine function. Figure 6 suggests the frequency of
the highest peak can be read off as 1125 Hz. The amplitude for the cosine function was 1800nm by observing
the average amplitude and standard deviation of different
sections (Figure 7). However, as there is currently no
standard method for choosing the input amplitude, a
value of 1600 was selected to be the first input. 1600
represents smaller amplitude then the observed 1800, and
is thought to be helpful in achieving convergence faster
for future iterations. Now, we are able to obtain the cosine function that represents the vibrations in the Z direction. By performing differentiation, the velocity function
that controls the HSA’s vibrations can then be obtained
as [10]:
V  x, t   2π  AZ  f Z  sin  2π  f Z  t 
  0.048  x  0.027 2
2

Figure 4. Structural model of HSA (isometric view).

Figure 5. HSA’s Z-displacement vs. time for structural analysis.

(7)

where, AZ is amplitude, f Z is frequency, t is time, x
is the node position along x direction.
This amplitude of the arm is made to vary in the x direction by the 2nd order, where the displacement at the
root would be the smallest, while the displacement at the
end is the greatest.
2.3.3. Further LES Simulation
For subsequent simulations, the vibration of the HSA is
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 6. HSA’s displacement in Z-direction vs. frequency.
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inputted into Fluent through a user defined function
(UDF). The case set up is identical to the previous 1st
simulation, except for the additional UDF which simulates the vibration of the HSA in the Z direction.
Figure 8 shows the convergence sequences of the FSI
simulations in the Z direction (out of plane), and Y direction (off track) respectively. Complete convergence is
achieved when the point lies on the “output = input” line.
However, as the geometry in our case is relatively complex, with turbulent flow, complete convergence is impossible to achieve. Figure 7 shows that point 4 lies
close to the “output = input” line with the difference between input and output amplitude of |input – output|/output
= 0.08 which is close enough to assume a good convergence.
Figure 8 shows that the output amplitude in the Y direction does not differ much. The average of the 5 points
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is 10.14, and the difference between the highest and average point is just 5.9%.
Figure 9 presents the comparison plot of Y axis vs.
out of plane velocity at location of Z = 9.725 mm and X
= 34 mm. This plot compares the out of plane velocity of
the fixed HSA and moving (vibrating) HSA case. Fixed
HSA refers to point 0, where the input amplitude is 0 nm,
and the HSA is assumed to be fixed. Moving HSA refers
to point 4 where the input amplitude is 1300 nm. It is
obvious that the fixed HSA case has a significantly
higher velocity as compared to the moving HSA case
since the fixed HSA is blocking the surrounding air flow
and hence resulting in strong vibrations. The moving HSA
is however modeled to vibrate, it would “block” the surrounding air flow to a less extent and thus giving a lower
out of plane velocity.
The FSI study reveals the ratio of the converged am-

Figure 7. HSA’s output amplitude vs. input amplitude (Z direction).

Figure 8. HSA’s output amplitude vs. point number (Y direction).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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follow:
9.725
x=34mm

V  x, y, t   2π  AZ1  x, y   f Z  sin  2π  f Z  t 

(8)

where,
2

 C2

 S xy  C4  
A  x, y   C1  
  exp 2  
 
 C3  π 2 
 C3  

1
Z

S xy  x  cos    y  sin  

  35, C1  1.0784, C2  1.5042, C3  0.00913, and
C4  0.01163 .
Figure 10 shows detail layout (CAD, mesh, location
of sliders) of the 3.5 inch HDD and the HSA being investigated.
The Kolmogorov length scale is given as follows:
η   ν3 Є 

14

 7 106 m

(9)

While the Kolmogorov time scale is:
τ n   ν3 Є 

12

Figure 9. Comparison plot of Y axis vs. out of plane velocity
at Z = 9.725 mm, X = 34 mm.

plitude against initial as 1194/1800 = 0.663. The value of
0.663 represents an approximate converged figure. A
round-off figure of 0.65 is finally chosen here and applied to the 3.5 inch HDD by assuming the structure dynamics is statistically similar between them.

3. Application of Simulated Results on the
Actual 3.5 Inch HDD
We aim to obtain a benchmark parameter that could be
easily applied by the electronics industry in the research
and development of HDDs. The parameter is the ratio of
the moving HSA vibration against static HSA vibration.
This parameter would be useful in allowing hard disk
manufacturers to simulate the vibration of the HSA relatively accurately without going through the lengthy
process of performing the detailed FSI study.
The simulation approach in deriving the parameter involves:
1) Run 5000 steps of FLUENT k-ε transient simulation
2) Run 5000 steps of LES with moving HSA, applying
the 0.65 ratio obtained from the previous FSI study on a
3.5 inch HDD simulation. HSA is modeled to vibrate in
FLUENT through the use of UDF.
3) Transfer forces on all nodes on the HSA over to the
structural model.
4) Solve the structural components using ANSYS.
5) Analyze results to obtain benchmark parameter.
The equation that controls the velocity of the HSA’s
vibrations is derived (same approach as Equation (7)) as
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

 2  106 s.

(10)

As the length scale is very small, limitations in computational resources available make such a small scale
challenging and unachievable. Hence the authors have
performed a mesh dependence study as detailed in Section 2.2. The mesh for this study and the FSI study of a
3.5 inch HDD is created based on the results from Section 2.2 instead of using the Kolmogorov length scale.
The time scale is achievable and hence would be used
for this study.
The stated case setup has Re = 22.97 × 104 with turbulent flow and was setup to run RNG k-ε (5000 iterations)
followed by LES (5000 time steps, step size = 2 × 10–6 &
5 iterations per step).
The force extraction methodology is similar to that
described in Section 2.4.2. In total, 20000 time steps of
force data were extracted. The material properties for the
structural model are included in Table 6.
Figure 11 shows the graph of standard deviation of
displacement against slider for the four cases, fixed HSA,
moving HSA, 65% of fixed HSA and the average between the 65% and moving HSA results respectively.
Fixed HSA refers to the HSA being modeled as an assembly that does not vibrates on its own, but is affected
by the surrounding air flow. Moving HSA refers to the
HSA being subjected to a vibration amplitude and frequency as described by the formula in Equation (3). The
65% of fixed HSA line represents the displacement of
fixed HSA multiplied by a factor of 0.65. This line is
meant to be used as a comparison against the moving
HSA line.
It can be seen from Figure 12 suggests that the displacement for moving HSA is significantly lower than
that of fixed HAS as expected. A fixed HSA would proWJM
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vide a greater amount of resistance to the surrounding air
flow, leading to a greater force applied on it, and hence
larger displacement. However, this would be an inaccurate case of the actual situation that is happening within
the HDD. This is because the HSA of the HDD is actually vibrating instead of being rigidly fixed. Hence a
model which considers the HSA to be rigidly fixed
would result in the HSA facing higher forces, and thus
higher vibration amplitudes.

ET AL.

From Figure 11, the calculated force for the moving
HSA is about 26.5% less than that of fixed HSA. This is
a very significant difference, and it implies that a hard
disk designer who bases his/her design on simulation
results of fixed HSAs values would yield inaccurate results. The average of the 65% and moving HSA results is
about 69% of the fixed HSA results. The authors propose
that future researchers who are unable to commit the time
and/or resources to perform a full FSI analyses of their

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1
2

3
4

(e)

Figure 10. Details of 3.5 inch HDD Assembly. (a) CAD model of 3.5 inch HDD; (b) Structural model of 3.5 inch HDD; (c)
CAD drawing of HAS; (d) Structural model of HAS; (e) Structural model of HAS: side view depicting location of sliders.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 6. Material properties used for 3.5 inch HDD model.
Part

Material Properties

Slider

Young’s modulus: 450 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio: 0.18
Density: 4940kg/m3

Suspension

Young’s modulus: 193 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio: 0.30
Density: 7930kg/m3

Main Parts of Head Stack Assembly

Young’s modulus: 69 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio: 0.30
Density: 2700kg/m3

Disk

Young’s modulus: 69 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio: 0.33
Density: 2700kg/m3

Figure 11. Standard deviation of displacement vs. slider
number (Z direction) for 3.5 inch HDD’s HAS.

Figure 12. Slider 2 vibration: comparison of fixed and moving HSA cases.

HDD may adopt this 69% value in their design work.
This 0.69 ratio would allow engineers to quickly and
relatively accurately understand the vibration of the HSA
by just performing a fixed HSA case of their hard disk.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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The 0.69 ratio would represent a situation that is 31%
more accurate than a fixed HSA [10], when applied on
3.5 inch HDDs at 15000 rpm.
By observing Figure 11, one can tell that the magnitude of the standard deviations do not vary much across
the 4 sliders and the magnitudes at sliders 2 and 3 are
higher than those of sliders 1 and 4, albeit only slightly.
This is within expectations as HSA 1 and 4 are closer to
the top and bottom walls of the HDD, hence the air flow
should be slower, resulting in smaller vibration of the
HSAs.
Figure 12 shows the differences in vibration between
the fixed HSA and moving HSA for slider 2. Slider 3 has
a very similar trend as slider 2 (i.e. reaching a statistically steady state) and the plot is thus not shown here.
The displacement for both fixed HSA and moving HSA
follow a similar basic shape of starting off small and then
progressively becomes larger. However the displacement
for fixed HSA starts off smaller and seems to lag behind
moving HSA in its cycles. The fixed HSA’s displacement magnitude becomes significantly larger than the
moving HSA from about 0.25 s onwards, even though it
still seems to lag behind moving HSA.
These observations make sense. For the moving HSA
case, the HSA is made to vibrate based on the Equation
(8). It would vibrate even without any interaction with
the surrounding air flow, causing the initial displacement
to be larger than the fixed HSA case. But when the disk
begins to rotate, the rotating air flow would interact with
the vibrating HSA, leading to increases in displacement.
However for the fixed HSA case, the HSA is assumed
to be fixed, and vibrates due to interactions from the surrounding air flow. It starts off like a “barrier” to air flow,
causing its initial displacement to be much smaller than
the moving HSA case. It blocks the surrounding air flow
and hence the air flow would impart large forces on it,
causing its’ displacement to become larger, eventually
surpassing the displacement of the moving HSA case.
Figure 13 shows the out of plane velocity contours (at
Z = 7.6 mm) of both the fixed and moving HSAs. It can
be noted that the differences in the two contours are very
slight. This is within expectations as the turbulent flow
within the HDD is very complex due to the complex
geometry of the HDD. Moreover, the HSA is placed at
an angle of 35˚ with respect to the longest side (length)
of the HDD, which results in the nano-scale movement
of the HSA to have very little impact on the general flow
field within the HDD.
In summary, it can be observed that the fixed HSA
case vibrates in the out of plane direction with greater
displacement and velocity. During numerical simulation,
a researcher that models the HSA as a fixed HSA would
obtain inaccurate results. In particular, the out of plane
vibration amplitudes and velocities would be far too
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applied the 0.65 benchmark parameter obtained from the
previous study for a real 3.5 inch HDD. This may enable
us to study the effects of applying this parameter, and
propose a final benchmark parameter that achieves a
31% more accurate simulation of out of plane HSA vibrations for 3.5 inch HDDs at 15000 rpm and hence assisting in the development of better HDDs.
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utilize. This benchmark index is 0.69 (though not universal), and it may represent the ratio of the out of plane
displacement amplitude between the fixed and moving
HSA. This parameter may allow future researchers to
quickly model the out of plane vibrations of a HSA
without performing a detail FSI study. Researchers that
model their HSA as a fixed HSA would overrate the vibrations of the HSA, leading to inaccurate results. This
new method would reduce overrating through the use of
this benchmark parameter. Though it might be more expensive than the weak coupling used in the paper, the
accuracy of the results must be validated using the strong
coupling form as future work.
Vibration of the HSA was modeled through the use of
an equation, with the frequency and initial amplitude
obtained from a fixed HSA case. The results showed that
the out of plane amplitude and velocity of the fixed
HSA’s case is higher than the moving HSA case. We
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